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#1 New York Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille delivers the long-awaited follow-up to his classic
novel The Gold Coast.

When John Sutter's aristocratic wife killed her mafia don lover, John left America and set out in his sailboat
on a three-year journey around the world, eventually settling in London. Now, ten years later, he has come
home to the Gold Coast, that stretch of land on the North Shore of Long Island that once held the greatest
concentration of wealth and power in America, to attend the imminent funeral of an old family servant.
Taking up temporary residence in the gatehouse of Stanhope Hall, John finds himself living only a quarter of
a mile from Susan who has also returned to Long Island. But Susan isn't the only person from John's past
who has reemerged: Though Frank Bellarosa, infamous Mafia don and Susan's ex-lover, is long dead, his
son, Anthony, is alive and well, and intent on two missions: Drawing John back into the violent world of the
Bellarosa family, and exacting revenge on his father's murderer--Susan Sutter. At the same time, John and
Susan's mutual attraction resurfaces and old passions begin to reignite, and John finds himself pulled deeper
into a familiar web of seduction and betrayal. In THE GATE HOUSE, acclaimed author Nelson Demille
brings us back to that fabled spot on the North Shore -- a place where past, present, and future collides with
often unexpected results.
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From reader reviews:

Lilian Anderson:

In other case, little folks like to read book The Gate House. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. So long as we know about how is important a new book The Gate House. You can add
information and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from
book you can understand everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will find yourself
known. About simple factor until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, you can open a book
or searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel bored stiff to go to the
library. Let's examine.

Paul Norris:

Book is usually written, printed, or created for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
guide. Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important issue to bring us around the world.
Close to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve The Gate House will make you to
become smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you
think this open or reading a book make you bored. It isn't make you fun. Why they could be thought like
that? Have you trying to find best book or suited book with you?

David Kane:

As people who live in the modest era should be update about what going on or data even knowledge to make
all of them keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe will probably
update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to a person is
you don't know which you should start with. This The Gate House is our recommendation so you keep up
with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and need in this era.

Lawrence Caulfield:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to opt for book
like comic, small story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not attempting The Gate House that give
your enjoyment preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world better then how they react to the world. It can't be claimed
constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to possibly be success
person. So , for all you who want to start studying as your good habit, you can pick The Gate House become
your current starter.
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